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In this paper we study small CL-perturbations of a differential equation that has 
a hyperbolic attractor X. We show that if X has a suitable Lipschitz property and 
if the perturbation is small enough, then there is a homeomorphism h : X + X r, 
where .Xy is a hyperbolic attractor for the perturbed equation. Examples are 
included. 0 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years researchers in differential equations have devoted con- 
siderable efforts to the study of methods of reducing high dimensional 
problems to low dimensional problems. These efforts have been both on 
the theoretical evel, where for example, one tries to use the techniques of 
ordinary differential equations to study problems arising in partial differen- 
tial equations, and on the practical level, say in numerical analysis, where 
one tries to reduce problems involving systems of thousands (or millions) 
of ordinary equations to an equivalent problem for a handful of such equa- 
tions. In the area of the long-time dynamics of differential equations, these 
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recent studies have been an outgrowth of the Reduction Principle 
paradigm; see Pliss [ 131. 
The Reduction Principle, as it can be applied to the system of equations 
P’ = JIPY q), 4’ = G(P> q), (1.1) 
wherepE~,qE~,F:~x~~~andG:Bx~-t~areC’-functionsandB 
and 9 are Banach spaces, takes on the following form. Assume that the 
surface M = graph 4 is invariant and exponentially stable for (l.l), where 
4: 9 -+ 2 is a Lipschitz continuous function. In this case the long-time 
dynamics of the system (1.1) is completely described by the solutions of the 
reduced system 
P’ = F(P, 4(p)), PELF 
The center manifold theory, as well as the theory of inertial manifolds, is 
an illustration of the Reduction Principle; see for example, Carr [2] Foias, 
Sell, and Temam [4], Henry [6], and Mallet-Paret and Sell [S]. 
The theory of approximate inertial manifolds is based on a variation of 
the procedure described above. In order to explain this we recall that 
M = graph 4 is an invariant set for (1.1) if and only if dqigldt = V4 dp/dt, 
where q = 4(p). In other words one has 
V&P) J’(P, 4(p)) = G(P, 4(p)), a.a. p E 9. 
As a result, for any given Lipschitz continuous mapping q = 4,(p), the 
manifold JY~ = graph 4, is an invariant set for the perturbed system 
if and only if 
P’ = F(P, q), 4’ = G(P, q) + E(P) (1.2) 
E(P) =V~,(P) F(P, #a(p)) - G(P, 4,(p)), a.a. p E 9. 
If in addition, the manifold M, is exponentially stable for (1.2), then the 
long-time dynamics of (1.2) is completely described by the solutions of the 
reduced equation 
P’ = F(P, 4,(p)). (1.3) 
The term E appearing in (1.2) can be viewed as an error term. The 
manifold .& is an invariant manifold for (1.1) if and only if E(p) = 0. By 
introducing a suitable norm one can use 11 E (1 to measure how far &!= is 
from being an invariant manifold. As 11 E 11 gets smaller, J$, gets closer to 
being invariant. 
This paradigm for approximate inertial manifolds is fully justified for 
such infinite dimensional dynamical systems as the two-dimensional 
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Navier-Stokes equations (2DNS) on a suitable bounded region 52 c R2; see 
Foias and Temam [S], Marion and Temam [9], Sell [17], Temam [19], 
and Titi [20]. (In this setting 9 is a finite dimensional space and !J is 
infinite dimensional.) It is because of the fact that for the 2DNS the error 
term E in (1.2) can be made small, in an appropriate norm, that one can 
hope to see the long-time dynamics of (1.1) being well-approximated by the 
solutions of (1.2) or equivalently, by the solutions of the reduced equation 
(1.3). 
We emphasize here that we are interested in the theory of approximating 
the long-time dynamics of a given differential equation. This theory, which 
we call Aprroximation Dynamics, differs significantly from the classical 
approximation theories wherein one seeks approximate solutions for a 
given differential equation on a finite time interval 0 6 t 6 T, where T< co. 
The theory of Approximation Dynamics is of interest in the study of 
infinite dimensional systems like the Navier-Stokes equations as well as in 
the study of finite dimensional systems of ordinary differential equations 
(ODE). We emphasize that the theory of Approximation Dynamics for 
ODES, as well as the associated theories of approximate inertial manifolds, 
plays a central role in the numerical integration of partial differential equa- 
tions. Typical space discretizations of the 2DNS, for example, oftentimes 
lead to systems of thousands of ODES. 
In this paper we study two systems of ODE, 
dx 
-& = WI 
and 
dv 
z= X(Y) + Y(Y), 
where x, y E R” and X and Y are Cl-functions from R” into itself. For any 
x0 E R” we shall let x(t, x0) (or y(t, x0)) denote the maximally defined 
solution of (1.4) (or (1.5)) that satisfies x(0, x,,) = ~(0, x0) =x0. 
In order to simplify the notation we shall assume that the perturbation 
term Y is bounded in the Cl-norm and satisfies 
for a suitable 6 > 0. 
II YII c’ G 6 (1.6) 
Let X denote a given compact invariant set for (1.4). For each x0 E X 
we let @(t, x0) denote the fundamental operator solution of the linear 
system 
dx Wx(t, xc,)) 
dt= ax x (1.7) 
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that satisfies @(O, x0) = Z, where Z is the identity operator on R”. We shall 
say that the linear system (1.7) is hyperbolic along x(t, x,,) on an interval .Z 
with constants a, A,, and I, provided I,< dl, 2, >O, a2 1 and there exist 
complementary linear spaces ei”( t, x,,) and %!‘“( t, x,), dim %!” = k, 
dim%!!“=n-k, and 
@(t, x0) @“(O, x0) = @‘“(t, x,), @b(c x0) @V, x0) = %Yt, x0) 
for all t E J. Furthermore if X E V(r, x,), then 
I~(t,xo)~-‘(z,x,)x16alxl eC’lCrPr), for t>z, t,rEJ, (1.8) 
and if ,?E%!“(z, x,), then 
I~(t,Xg)~-l(~,Xg)Xl~alxle~“*(‘-“, for t<t, t,zEJ. (1.9) 
We shall say that a compact, invariant set X for (1.4) is a hyperbolic 
attractor if X satisfies the following two properties: 
(1) The linear system (1.7) is hyperbolic along x(t, x,,) on R with 
constants a, A,, and I, for every x,EX. 
(2) There exists an Y > 0 such that for each X~E X there exists a 
k-dimensional ocally invariant disk 9(x0) t X with the center at the point 
x0 and radius r such that if x E 9(x0) then at the point x the disk 9(x,,) 
is tangent to the linear space %“(O, x). 
A hyperbolic attractor X is said to satisfy the Lipschitz property if the 
mapping x,, + %“(O, x,,) is a Lipschitz continuous mapping of X into the 
Grassmanian of k-dimensional subspaces of R”. The notion of hyper- 
bolicity introduced here has some antecedents in the literature; see for 
example, Fenichel [3], Hirsch, Pugh, and Shub [7], Meyer and Sell [lo], 
Sacker [lS], Sell [16], and Smale [18]. In the sequel we shall let X 
denote a given hyperbolic attractor for (1.4) that satisfies the Lipschitz 
property. 
The Lipschitz property for the neutral manifolds %‘(O, x0) plays an 
important role in the theory we present here. As we shall see later the 
Lipschitz property implies that the disks 9(x,,) described in item (2) above 
are uniquely determined. Examples of hyperbolic attractors that satisfy the 
Lipschitz property are given in Section 6. 
Let for x0 E X we define the sets $(x0), ,4p2(xo), ,U;(x,), . . . . Y(x,) by 
,4c;(xo)= IJ Wx), X+,(x0) = u 9(X)> for i3 1, 
XE 9(x0) x E ~,(--Q) 
and 
9(x0)= z, Wxo). 
i=l 
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Note that the set Y(x,) is invariant and Y(x,J c X, for every x0 E X. 
Furthermore, if x1 E 9(x,), then 9(x1) = 9(x,,), because of the uniqueness 
of the disks. This implies that if Y(x,) nY(x,) is nonempty, then 
Y(xO) = 9(x,). The set 9(x,) is referred to as the leaf of X through x0. 
The principle objective of this paper is to prove the following result: 
MAIN THEOREM. Let Z be a given hyperbolic attractor of (1.4) that 
satisfies the Lipschitz property. For every E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that the 
Y satisfies (1.6) for this 6, then there is a one-to-one, continuous mapping 
that satisfies 1 h(x) --xl 6 E, and the image Xy= h(X) is a compact, 
invariant set for (1.5). Furthermore for each leaf Y c Xx, the restriction h I ,v 
is a locally Lipschitz continuous mapping of Y onto a leaf 9’ c X “. In 
addition, X ’ is a hyperbolic attractor for (1.5). 
Remark. The inequality (1.6) is stated in a simplified form. What is 
really used in the proof of the Main Theorem is that 
max(II Y(~)ll, llW~)llK~~ YE vxx, BIT 
where U(X, 8) is a fixed /?-neighborhood of X. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we show that the disks 
9(x0) are uniquely determined when X satisfies the Lipschitz property. In 
Section 3 we present the basic construction of the mapping h: X + R”. We 
show here that h is a locally Lipschitz continuous mapping of each leaf 
Y(xO) of X onto an invariant set YY(h(x,)) for (1.5) and that 
1 h(x) - x ( < E for all x E X. We also show that h is continuous as a map- 
ping of .X into R”. In Section 4 we argue that the image set X ‘= h(S) 
is an hyperbolic attractor for (1.5). The proof of the Main Theorem is 
completed in Section 5 wherein we show that h is one-to-one whenever E is 
sufficiently small. Examples are included in Section 6. 
Let @‘(x0) =&“(O, so), efl(xO) = @“(O, x0). It is clear that %“(t, x0) = 
W(x(t, x,,)) and %!“(t, x0) = %!“(x(t, x0)) for all t. Let J(x), x E X be the 
(n - k)-dimensional hyperplane perpendicular to a’(x) at the point x. 
2. UNIQUENESS OF DISKS 
Let X be a given hyperbolic attractor for (1.4) that satisfies the 
Lipschitz property, and let L be the Lipschitz constant for the mapping 
x0 + CP(O, x,,). We claim that if 9$(x0) and &(x0) are two disks that 
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satisfy the condition (2) in the definition of a hyperbolic attractor, then 
%(x0) = %2(x0)* 
In order to prove this, let us move the origin to the point x,, and rotate 
the coordinate axes, to obtain a new coordinate system (u, u), where u is 
a k-dimensional vector and u is an (n - k)-dimensional vector. We assume 
that the coordinate axes have been fixed so that the space v = 0 coincides 
with the space 4Y(x0). The disks GB1(x,) and C&(X,,) can then be repre- 
sented in the form 
%(x0)= (v=fW: IUI Gr}, 9z(xfJ= {v=g(u): IUI <r}. 
Let u1 be an arbitrary k-dimensional vector with I uI I <r and let 
w(s) =~(su,) -g(su,), 0 <s < 1. Then 
dw 
z= 
and 
From the Lipschitz property one has 1 af/au - ag/au Id L I f (su,) -g(su,)l 
= L 1 w 1, and consequently 
F$L lz411wl. 
After integrating this inequality on the interval 0 <s < 1 we find I w( 1)l Q 
1 w(O)/ eLlul’. Since w(O)=O, we have w(l)=O, or f(ul)=g(ul) and 
%(xo)=%2(xo)~ 
3. EXISTENCE OF h 
In this section we first prove the existence of a continuous mapping 
h : X -+ R” such that the image 3” ’ = h(X) is a compact, invariant set for 
(1.5). In the following sections we show that 3”’ is a hyperbolic attractor, 
and that h is a homeomorphism. 
THEOREM 1. For each E > 0 there exists a 6 >O such that if Y satisfies 
(1.6) with this 6, then the system (1.5) has an invariant set X ’ and there 
exists a continuous mapping h of X onto X ’ such that h(x) E J+“(X) n .X ’ 
and 1 h(x)-xl GE, for all XEX. Furthermore, for each leaf YcX, the 
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restriction h 1 ,y is a locally Lipschitz continuous mapping of Y into 3” ‘. In 
addition there is an induced continuous flow f?(t) x on X such that 
h($t) xl =y(t, h(x)), for allxEX and tER. (3.1) 
ProoJ Define 0 by 1 la = min(i,, 1, - A,), where a, Ai, and I, are given 
by (1.8) and (1.9). Next we note that there exists an a, 0 <a 6 742, such 
that the angle L (@‘(x0), %Y(xO)) satisfies 
CL- (~%s(xo), *‘“(x0)) 3 a, X,EX. 
Let T be a positive number satisfying both 
e-(,+o)7p(a/2) 3 
‘xi-’ 
,-v.-3dT<- 
16a’ 
Next fix c, 0 < c < l/2, so that whenever the vector [ is satisfying 
L (@“(x0), 0 d ca, 
then 
(3.4) 
and 
L (@!“(x(t, x0)), @(t, x0) 0 G f, O<t<2T, (3.5) 
L (@!“(x(t, x0)), @(t, x0) 5) < f ca, T<t<2T, (3.6) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
where as earlier @(t, x,,) is a fundamental operator solution of the system 
(1.7). 
With c given by (3.4) we fix r > 0, where r is the radius of the disk g(x) 
in X, so that if x0, x1 are distinct points in some leaf Y with 1 x0 - xi 1 < r, 
then one has 
L (wyx,), x0-x,)<ca. 
In accordance with Perron’s Stable Manifold Theorem, for each x0 E X 
there exists (n - k)-dimensional disk gp(x,) (the so called Perron disk) 
such that, if xi E gp(xO), then 
Ix(t, x,)-x(& x,)1 <2a Ix, -x01 e-crl-““, for t>O, (3.7) 
where CT is given above. The radius b of the Perron disk gp(xO) does not 
depend on x0, and gp(xo) is arbitrarily close to the linear space ai” 
provided b is sufficiently small. Finally the disk Qp(xo) depends con- 
tinuously on x0 E X. 
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Next we will choose /?, 0 < fi < min(r, b), so that in U(x(t, x0), fi), the 
/?-neighborhood of the point x(t, x0), the linear system (1.7) dominates the 
nonlinearity in (1.4). Recall that if /I is small enough, then the Perron disks 
form a foliation of the neighborhood U(x,, /I); i.e., one has 
vxo, B)c IJ gp(x,)> 
x, E %x0) 
for all x0 E X; (3.8) 
see Pliss [ 13, 141. For any x0 E X we define 
Because of the Lipschitz property, it follows, from the Tubular 
Neighborhood Theorem, that there is a small /I >O such that for any 
x0 E X there is a Lipschitz continuous mapping 
that satisfies 
4 =4x0: Go, B) --) WXO)? so E x (3.9) 
(3.10) 
While the mapping tiXo depends on x0, we note that if x, E 9(x0), then #X, 
and d,, agree on the set T(x,, b) n T(x,, p). Also the Lipschitz constant E 
for 4,, is independent of x0. 
Let x1 and y,, be such points that xi E X and 1 y,--xi 1 6 fl. It follows 
from (3.8) that there is an x,E~(x,) such that yOe gp(xO). Since gp(xO) 
is arbitrarily close to as(xO), it follows from (3.2) that 
1x,-y , <’ Jexl 
O ’ sin(2a/3) ’ .(3.11) 
For the remainder of the argument we fix /I > 0 so that (3.8)-(3.11) hold. 
We now turn to the nonlinear unperturbed equation (1.4). We use the 
continuity of solutions of (1.4) to fix a C, 0 < C < 1, so that the following 
four properties hold: First, whenever x, E X and y, satisfies j y, - xi 1 6 @I, 
then 
x(t, Yo) E r((x(4 X0)? B)? O<t<2T, (3.12) 
where x0 E 9(x1) is chosen so that y, E sp(xo). Furthermore, for sufficiently 
small C the linear system (1.7) is hyperbolic along x(t, yo) on the interval 
0 < t < 2T with constants 2~2, A1 -c, and AZ + C, This implies that the 
mappings x0--t eH(xo), V(xo) have continuous extensions from X to 
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U(X, i;p), the $-neighborhood of X. As a second condition on E we 
require that 
XOEX, yoEJ-(xoL I Yol <a (3.13) 
Third, we ask that C be chosen so that if x0 E X, I x0 - Xi I < Cfi, i = 1,2, 
and the angle satisfies L (a”(~,), x, -x2) < ca, then one has 
L (@‘“(X(6 x0)), 46 x,) - x(t, x*)) < 4, O<t<2T, 
and 
L (a”(44 x0)), 46 x1) - 44 x2)) <+a, TGtG2T. 
Let y. satisfy I y, - x1 1 < $ for some xi E X, and let y, E $Sp(xo), where 
x0 Ed. By extending the mapping 4 given by (3.9) it follows from 
(3.10) and (3.12) that 
x(4 Yo) E Jw(X(f, Yo))), O<t<2T, 
and from (3.7) and (3.11) one obtains 
146 Yo) - 4(x(4 Yo))l G I46 x0) - x(t, y,)l 6 
2a I Yo-XII sin(2a,3) ,-(j,l-g)( 9 (3.14) 
for 0~ t<2T. From (3.3) and (3.14) we get 
144 Yo) -4(x(4 Yo))l G l IJo ; x’ I, T<t<2T. (3.15) 
Fourth, we ask that C satisfy C<3(L+ 3)-l, where L is the Lipschitz 
constant for 4. 
With T, c, r, j, and C so chosen, we let E be given so that 0 <E 6 C/X We 
then pick 6 > 0 so that the following four properties hold for Eqs. (1.5) and 
the linear system 
dY 
z= 
w(Y(~~ Yo)) +Y(Y(f7 YoH)y, 
ay 
where (1.6) is satisfied with this 6 : 
(I) If ( yo-xl <E for some xEX, then 
I Y(h Yo) - 46 Yol G i> O<tQ2T. 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
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(II) If x,EX and if 1 y,-x0) <s, then 
I Y(C Yo) - 46 x0)1 6$9 OdtG2T. 
(III) Next we consider next the linear system (3.1-6). Let Y(t, yo) 
denote the fundamental operator solution of the system (3.16) that satisfies 
Y(0, y,,) = I. We note that if x0 E X and 1 x0 - y, I< Cfi, then for sufficiently 
small 6 the linear system (3.16) is hyperbolic along y(t, yO) on the interval 
0 <t < 2T with constants 3a, 1, - 20, and 1, + 2a. These constants are 
independent of x0 and y,. Let +Y”y(y(t, yO)) and &!“y(y(t, yO)) denote the 
associate neutral and stable spaces for 0 < t < 2T. The linear spaces &!ny(yO) 
and %;(yO) can be made to be close to the corresponding linear spaces 
%“(yO) and SS(yo) for (1.4) by choosing 6 sufficiently small. As a further 
condition on 6 we require that 
Yo E U(Xx, m. (3.19) 
In addition for small 6, it follows from (3.5) and (3.6) that if the vector q 
is such that L (%“(xo), q) 6 CCI, then 
and 
L (*‘“(x(C x0)), WC yo) q) 6 $6 O<t<2T, (3.20) 
L (+W(4 x0)), WC yo) rl) d $4 T<t<2T. (3.21) 
(IV) Let xi and yi, i = 0, 1, be points that satisfy x0 E X, x1 E 9(x0), 
Y~EJ~T(x~), i=O,l, lxl--xoIG~, Iyl-yy,Id~, and Iy,-x,I<s. From 
(3.20) and (3.21) it follows that if 6 is sufficiently small and 
then 
and 
T< t 6 2T. (3.22) 
NOW let x1 E X and y, be chosen so that I x,-y, 1 GE. From (3.18) we 
see that 
505/92/l-S 
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and that 
as well as 
Using the Lipschitz constant L for $ together with (3.15) and (3.17), we 
obtain 
I .Y(t~Yo)-~(y(4yo))l GK&, T<t<2T, (3.23) 
where K= (1/6)(L+ 3). (Note that K depends only on X.) 
Let 8 denote the collection of (w, x) in X x X such that w E X and 
x E Y(w). Let Q denote the collection of all functions f : & + R” that 
satisfy: 
(1) f is continuous. 
(2) f(w, X)EJV(X) for all (w, x)E~. 
(3) 1 f(w,x)l <KE for all (w, x)~&. 
(4) For every (w,x,)E&’ there is an si=si(w,x,,f), O<ei<.s such 
that 
lf(w x,1-f(w,x,)l Ge Ix*-%I 
for all (w,x,)E& with Ix,-x~[<E,, where e<tan((3/4)ccr)<l. 
(5) f(w,t x,)=f(wZ, x2) whenever (w,, xi), (wz, x~)E& and x1 =x2. 
Introduce in Q the usual metric: 
4fiYf2) = sup I fi -f2 I. (3.24) 
( w, x ) E 8 
Since Q is a closed subset of C”(Q, R”) n L”(b, R”), Q is complete with 
this metric. 
Property (5) is equivalent to saying that f (w, x) is independent of w, 
provided w E Y(x). As a result, if f E Q, then one has 
f(w, x)=f(x, x), for all x E X, w E Y(x). 
In addition the mapping x -+ f (x, x) is a continuous mapping of X 
into R”. 
LetfEQ and WEX be fixed. For x,E~‘(w), let y,=x,+f(w,xl). For 
Odr62T we define .fr=4f by ~~(~,~(Y(~,Y,))=Y(~,Y,)-~(Y(~,Y,)). 
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Since the mapping x, + #(y(z, yi)) is a Lipschitz continuous mapping 
which is the identity mapping for r = 0, it follows from the Inverse Func- 
tion Theorem that this mapping is open, and therefore it is a mapping of 
Y(w) onto itself for small r > 0. By iteration, this is a mapping of Y(w) 
onto itself for each z > 0. 
We want to show that f7~ Q for T6z62T. From (3.23) one obtains 
I f&c x)1 <KG (w,x)~&,T<z<2T. (3.25) 
From the definition of 4 one has f(w, x) E N(x) for all (w, x) E &‘. HencefZ 
satisfies properties (2) and (3). 
Since the mappings (w, x1) +yi, (w, xi) +y(r, yl), and (w, xi) + 
@(y(z, yi)) are continuous mappings of 8 into R", it follows that J: is con- 
tinuous on Q. (In fact, ~Jw, & y(z, yi))) is jointly continuous in (r, w, x,).) 
Sincef(w, xi) is independent of w for w E 9(x1), it follows that y,, y(r, yi), 
~(Y(~,Y~)), andST(wy4M~y~l))) are also independent of w for w E Y(x,). 
Hence f, satisfies properties (1) and (5). 
To complete the proof that fZ E Q, we need to verify that fr satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition (4). Fix w E X and let X,,E Y(w), xi Ed, and 
y,=Xi+f(W,x;), i=O, 1. Let J;=y(r,y,) and Xj=#(y(r,y,)), i=O, 1. 
From the definition offi it follows that 
jj = Xi +f~( W, Xi), i=o, 1. 
Since the mapping x1 -+x, is open, there is an si(w, ~i,f~), 
0 < E~(w, Xi ,fr) GE, such that, for each x0 satisfying 
I-f,--oId~I(w,-fl,f~fr), (3.26) 
there is an x,E~(x,) satisfying Ix,-x,I<~,(w,x~,f)<s and such that 
20 = &Yk Yo)). 
In order to estimate the difference 1 TJw, Xi) -f,(w, X0)1, we note that 
~~-yo=(x,-y,)+(x,-x,)+(y,-x,). (3.27) 
Let P, be the orthogonal projection onto the space @‘(X0). Since 
jjoe N(Xo) one has P,(X,-j,) =O. Consequently, it follows from (3.27) 
that 
Since X is a hyperbolic attractor, en(Xo) is the tangent space of 9(X0) at 
the point X0, and since the angle L (9Y’(Zo), X, -X0) is small, we have 
~P,(x,-xo)~=~x,-xo~+o((x,-xo~~). (3.28) 
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Likewise we find 
IP,(Yl -%,)I = WE 1x1 -X01), (3.29) 
From (3.26), (3.28), and (3.29) we obtain 
IP,(y,-y,)l=Ix,-xoI+O(&IX1--XgI). 
Next let P-, be the orthogonal projection onto the space JV(&). From 
(3.27) we find 
PAP1 -Yo)= p.,(~o-Yo)+PJ,-(f, -X0) + P,y(Y1 -%,I. 
It is clear that 
~P,,~(x~-x~)~=o(~x,-x~~~). (3.30) 
By definition f,(w, X0) = jjO - X0 and fT(w, x0) E X(X,). Therefore 
P,(~o -Yo) = -fr(w 20) 
P.,(Y1--f1) = PAA w,x,)=f*(w,.~,)+O(&/X1--XoI). 
(3.31) 
From (3.26), (3.30), and (3.31) one obtains 
I PAY, -Yo)l = I .fA w, 21) --J;,(w, ~o)l + WE 1x1 - %J I ). 
However 
“J-(” -“)I = tan [ L (4Y(Zo), j, -j,)]. 
IP?l(Yl -Yo)l 
Since f E Q, it follows that 
L (@“(Xl), y, -yo) G :ca. 
From (3.13), (3.19), and (3.32), we obtain 
f- (+wYl), Y, -.Yo) d CL 
From (3.13), (3.19), and (3.22), we see that 
L (I”, y1 - jo) < $% T<z<2T. 
Consequently, we have 
I Lf,(w, 2,) -L,Cw, .fo)l < tan &a) IX, - X0 I, T.<5<2T, 
which completes the proof that ,4,Q c Q, for T< 5 < 2T. 
(3.32) 
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Since for every y, E U(X, EP), the linear system (3.16) is hyperbolic 
along y(t, yO) on the interval 0 < t < 2T with constants 3a, ill - 20, and 
I, + 20, a straightforward adaptation of the arguments presented in Perron 
[ 11, 121 can be used to prove the following results: For every fE Q and for 
each y, = x0 +f(w, x0), where x0 E Y(w), there exists an (n - k)-dimen- 
sional Perron disk 9?$,f(y0) such that if y, E 9$,.f(y0) then one has 
I y(4y,)-y(4yo)l <da I yl-y,I ep(i.‘-3”)‘, Odt62T. 
We now repeat the argumentation leading to (3.14), but now we use it 
for the surface y = x +fi(w, x) over a given leaf Y(w) in X. In particular, 
for each y, =x1 +f,(w, xi), xi E 9’(w) c X, on the surface y =x +f,(w, x), 
we use the fact that the Perron disks 9T,f,(y) form a foliation of a 
neighborhood U(y,, p/2) of y,, and we construct a continuous mapping 
df, = df, ..Yl of Tfi(y,, p/2) onto fi(9(x1)). As argued for (3.14) one then 
obtains 
I y(f, Y2) - f$fi(Y(C YJ)I d I ~(6 Y,) -Y(& YJI 6 4a I Y, -yr I e-(i’-3o)r, 
(3.33) 
for 0~ t <2T, provided Y~E~$,~,(Y~). In particular, for fi,fi~ Q and 
yz=f2(w, xi) by using (3.3) and (3.33), we obtain 
I Y(t,Y*)-~,,;(Y(t,Y*))l e I Y, -Y,I = t Ifi(W x,)-.f2(w, x,)1 GWiLfi)7 
provided that T< t 6 2T. It follows then that 
4A,fl? Arf2) G 34hJA j-i,fzEQ, TGz62T. 
Thus the operator A, is contractive for z E [T, 2T], and therefore it has a 
fixed point g,E Q, i.e., 
Now set g = der g,. 
Since A, is continuous in r, it follows that g, is continuous in r for 
T< z < 2T. Now for any rational number p =p/q E [0, 1 ] one has 
&-+,,=A, pfy. Hence g=gT+pT for all rational p E [0, 11. By continuity, 
g=g,, for T6z62T. For O<z<T one has A,g=A,A,,=A,+,=g. 
Hence A, g=g for all z>O. 
Set h(x) =def x +g(x, x), YY= h(Y), and Xxy= h(X). Since A, g=g 
for all r > 0, it follows that the sets Y ’ and X ’ are invariant sets of the 
system (1.5). Furthermore (3.25) implies that 1 h(x) - x 1 d Ke for all x E X. 
By resealing E we have I h(x) - x 1 GE for all x E X. Since the mapping 
x -+ g(x, x) is continuous on K, it follows that h is continuous on X. 
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Moreover, the restriction h 1 9 is Lipschitz continuous on the leaf Y. Also 
h(x) E X(x) n X ’ for all x E X. Note that for any x E X one has 
h(hY(4 h(x))) =y(4 h(x)), t E R. (3.34) 
It is easily seen that the mapping (x, t) -+ S(t) x = def d( y(t, h(x))) is con- 
tinuous flow on X; i.e., S(t) x is continuous in each variable, $0) x = x for 
all x E X, and the group property s(r) g(l) x = $(T + t) x is valid. Finally 
(3.1) is simply a reformulation of (3.34). l 
Remark. It is easily seen that the function w(t) = & y(t, h(x))) is a 
solution of the differential equation 
$ = VGw(w))[w4w)) + Y(Nw))l 
satisfying w(0) = x, where x E Xx. 
4. HYPERBOLICITY OF X" 
Let 9, Yy, X ‘, and h have the same sense as in Theorem 1. Let 
y, E Y’, x0 E 9, and h(x,) = y,. Let w = b(y(t, h(x,)) be given by (3.34) 
and let Y(l, y,) be the fundamental operator solution of the linear system 
(3.16). 
THEOREM 2. For each g > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that if (1.6) is 
satisfied with this 6, then the system (3.16) is hyperbolic along y(t, yO) on R 
with constants (a+ a), (A, -a), and (A, + a) for every y,,~ X ‘. Let 
%‘“y ( y( t, y,,)) and %!“y ( y( t, y,,)) denote the associated neutral and stable linear 
spacesfor (3.16). Then @‘“y( y(t, y,,)) and %>( y(t, y,,)) are arbitrarily close to 
the spaces W(qS( y( t, yO))) and W(& y(t, yO))), respectively, for all t E R 
provided 6 is sufficiently small. 
The proof of this theorem is the same as the proof in Pliss [14, 
Theorem 1.3, Chap. 4, p. 2571 so we omit the details. 
THEOREM 3. Let y, = h(x,) for x0 E X. The space %!“y( y,) is tangent to 
the set h(9(x,)) at the point y,, provided E and 6 are sufficiently small. 
Proof Assume on the contrary that there exists a sequence of points 
xi E 9(x,,), i = 1,2, . . . . such that xi + x,,, as i -+ co, and for each i 
L (@‘XYO), Wi) -YO) 2 YI (4.1) 
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for some yr>O. Let ~;=h(x,). From (1.8) and (1.9) (as applied to Y(t,yo)) 
and (4.1) it follows that there exists a T<O such that 
L(@‘“,(Y(T,Yo)), yY(T,Y~)Yi)~O-l~~ (4.2) 
where c( is given by (3.2). From (4.2) and Theorem 2 it follows that for 
small 6 one has 
L (@‘“(~(Y(T, YO))), p(T Y,)Yi) 60.2~. (4.3 1 
Since h is continuous on 9(x0) one has yi -+y,, as i + co. Therefore there 
exists an i, say i=j, such that 
and 
I Y(& Yo) -Y(C Yj)l 6 8 
I4(Y(C Yo)) - 4(Y(f, Yj))l GE 
for all TV [T, 01. 
From (4.3) it follows that for small 6 one has 
L (~'"(~(Y(T,Y,))),Y(T,Yj)-Y(T,Y,))~o.3a. 
From inequalities (3.2) and (4.4) we have 
L (+T~(Y(T YO))), Y(K Y,)-YV, YO)) 3 0.7~ 
Let yi = y( T, yi) and Xi = & y( T, y,)), i = 0,j. We have 
(yj-yO)=(X,-y,)+(Xj-X,)+(Y,-Xj). 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
As before let P, and P, be orthogonal projections onto the spaces &“(X,,) 
and M(&,), respectively. Since P,(X, -yO) = 0, it follows from (4.6) that 
P,(yj-Yo) = P,(Xj-X,) + P,(yj-Xj). (4.7) 
Since V(xO) is the tangent space of 9(x0) at the point x0, one has 
Pn(Xj-X,)= Ixj-x,I +o(Ix,-.g*). (4.8 1 
Likewise one has 
Ipi2(Yj-xj)l = I glxj, xj)l ‘O(lxj-~Ol), 
where as before g(x, x) = h(x) -x. However, 1 g(x, x)1 < E, and therefore 
1 P,( jjj - Xi)1 = O(& I xi - x(J I ). (4.9) 
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From (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9) we have the estimate 
Ipfi(.Fj-.FO)l < IXj-201 +O(& IXj-X01). (4.10) 
Similarly from (4.6) we have 
p.U(~ji-Y,)=P,,(XO-yo) + P,J/(Xj-X0) + P,y(jj-Xi). (4.11) 
It is clear that 
IP”,(.f,--x,)J =0(/X,-X,12). 
Since g(X,, Xi) = ji - Xi E Jlr(Xi), i = O,j, we have 
(4.12) 
and 
PAX0 -Yo) = -gGo, X0), 
(4.13) 
pJ(j,-ij)=g(dfj, Xj) + O(& IXj-X()I). 
From (4.11 t(4.14) we obtain 
(4.14) 
I p.V(Y,-)?O)l = I g(xj, xj)-g(XO, xO)l + O(E IxjmxOI). (4.15) 
From (4.10) and (4.15) we obtain 
WL (s”(xO), Yj-YO))l = I p 
I dxj9 zj)-g(xO, jO)l + o(~) 
I’J-‘%i 
From Section 3 we obtain 
tan[L (fW(XO), jj--.Po))l d tan(+) + O(E), 
which contradicts (4.5) for small E, since c 6 l/2. 1 
5. ONE-TO-ONE PROPERTY 
We conclude the proof by showing that for E sufficiently small, h is a 
homeomorphism. 
THEOREM 4. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 1 be satisfied. Then for 
sufficiently small E the mapping h : X - X ’ is one to one. 
Prooj As in Section 3, we fix p>O such that in the b-neighborhood 
U(x(t, x0), fi) of the point x(t, x,,) the linear system (1.7) dominates the 
nonlinear system (1.4). In particular, these exists a T (which does not 
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depend on x0) such that T-C 0 and if points x0 and x, satisfy 
L (x(x0), xl -x0) < 7c/4 and I x(t, xl) - x(t, x,)1 G 8, for T< t < 0, then 
Ix(T,xl)-x(T,xo)l “& 1x1-XOI 
and 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
where c( is given by inequality (3.2). 
Choose the radius r of the disks 9(x0) given in the definition of a hyper- 
bolic attractor small enough so that the following two inequalities hold: 
r<min 
In2 1 . IX/? 
~,~Sln~,j , 
I 
where L is the Lipschitz constant of the mapping x0 + %Y(x,,), and 
(5.3) 
L (@YXo), @!“(x, )I < f , x0 E x-, x1 E 9(x0). (5.4) 
It follows from the continuity of solutions that there exists a p E (0, l/3] 
such that 
W44 x0), w-)=x(& U(xo, r)), for Tdt<O,andallx,~X. 
Take the numbers E and 6 so small that the following condition is satisfied: 
If (1.6) is satisfied with this 6, 1 y, - x0 I 6 26, and x0 E X, then 
I x(c x0) -AC YOII G y, for T<t<O. 
Assume, in contradiction of the statement of the theorem, that there exist 
two points X,EX and x1 EX such that xo#xl and h(x,)=h(x,)=y,. 
Since I y,-x01 <s and I y,-x,1 GE, one has (x0-x11 ~2,s. We will use 
this and the fact that E is small. 
Our first objective is to show that the angles 
P ‘z L (J-(x,), XI -x0), Y fEf L (Yo-Xo,Yo-x,) 
are small. From the definition of h it follows that (yi - xi) E N(xi), i = 0, 1. 
Consequently, it follows from the Lipschitz property that one has 
tan y < Llx, -x01. There now exist two cases: 
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(1) I y,-xi1 >max(( yO-~~1, lx,--x01), where i#jand i, je (0, l}. 
(2) lx, -x01 >max(l Y,-x,~, I .Y,-.GO. 
In case (1) there is no loss in generality in assuming i = 0 and j = 1. 
One then has y 3 siny > (l/2) Ixl-xOI lx,-y,I-‘sinp. Therefore 
(l/2) (x1 -x0( Ix1 -yOl-‘sin pdarctan(l Jx, -x01). For small E, the last 
inequality becomes sin p <2Lc + O(.s2). In case (2) one has p <y 
Q arctan 2Lc. In either case, one can ensure that both p and y are small by 
choosing E small. In what follows we assume that E is so small that 
L (Jl/‘(-G), XI -%I) cn 4’ 
For x E X let d(x) be the k-dimensional disk with the center at x, radius 
pr, and such that d(x) c 9(x). Using the facts that the mapping h is con- 
tinuous and #(y(t, h(x,)))~x(t, 9(x;)), for i=O, 1 and T< t ~0, together 
with (5.5), for small E one obtains 
4(Ytt9 h(xi))) E d(x(t~ x~)) i=O, 1, T<ltO. (5.6) 
Let Xi = x( T, xi) and XI’) = d(y( T, h(xi))), i = 0, 1. From (5.6) it follows 
that xi’)~d(x~), therefore Z;E~(X~‘)) c 9(xj”), i=O, 1. Let us transform 
the origin into the point xt) and rotate the coordinate axes to obtain the 
new coordinate system (u, v), where u is a k-dimensional vector and v is an 
(n - k)-dimensional vector. We assume that in the new coordinate system 
the space u =0 coincides with the linear space @‘“(x~‘). In these coor- 
dinates the disks 9(x:‘) and $S(xC,‘j) can be represented in the form 
qxy’) = {v =fJu): 1 u( <Y}, i=O, 1, 
where fi are continuously differentiable (n - k)-dimensional vector-valued 
functions, i = 0, 1, and fO(0) = 0. In this coordinate system the points X, 
have representations (ui,fi(ui)), i=O, 1. Let xz=(ul,fO(u,)). Consider vec- 
torsz,=x,-x2, zi=Xi-X0, z2=X,-X2. It is clear that z2 = z0 + zi. Let 
P be the projector onto the space { (0, v)}. We then have PzZ = Pz, + Pz, 
and 
IPz*l2 IPZ, I - IP%I’ (5.7) 
From (5.2) it follows that L (SV(xO), zi) > 3x/4. By using the additivity of 
the angles and (5.4) we find L(@“(x~‘)), z,) 2 cr/2. From this inequality it 
follows that 
(Pz,(>(z,l sin?. 
2 (5.8) 
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Let us estimate 1 Pz, ) . Since Pz, = (O,fO(uO) -fO(ur)) we get 
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Now 
since the 
I ~%I = I fo(%) -fo(u,)l. 
~~ol=l.fn(~,)-fo(~I)I~~~~ au l~,-%ldLrlz,l, I I 
Lipschitz property implies that 1 &/du I < Lr for I u 1 < r. From .- 
lPz,(3(sin(a/2)-Lv)lz,I, this inequality, (5.7), and (5.8) it follows that 
and (5.3) implies that 
JPz,l >isint lzllr 
which can be rewritten in the form 
Using (5.1) we then find 
Ifi(.fo(ul)l 26 1x1~x01. 
Let w(s)=~~((~-s)u~)-~~((~-s)u~), 06~~1. Then 
(5.9) 
dw 
z= 
--- 
which, together with the Lipschitz property, implies that 
since I u, I < r. By using (5.3) we have 
dlwl -2 -1n2 (WI. 
ds 
From the Gronwall inequality we obtain 2 I w( 1)l 2 ) w(O)\, or equivalently, 
I J-i(O) -.MO)l 2 t I fi(%) -folk 
Combining this with (5.9) and using the fact that fO(0) = 0, we obtain 
Ifi(O Ix,-x01. (5.10) 
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In the (u, V) coordinates x/,‘) = (0, 0), and for some u2 with ( u2 ( < r/3, 
one has xi’)= (u,,f,(uz)). Therefore 
IXy-Xy12= IuJ2+ If,(u2)j2. (5.11) 
Since ( u2 1 <r/3, we have the inequality 
As a result, (5.11) implies that 
/u,l’+ I.f,(O)l-$ luzl 
( ) 
2. 
By expanding and using the Young inequality we get 
IX~‘)-X~)(2> 1-QL2r2 l~.4,\~+$[f.,(O)l~, 
( 45 ) 
which together with (5.3) and (5.10) implies that 
Ixy)-xxb’)l>$ Ifi 22 Jx, -x0). (5.12) 
Let yF’=y(T, y,,). Since h(x,) = h(x,) =yO, it follows from (3.1) and (3.34) 
that h(xr)) = h(xl’)) =y t’ Since jh(x)-xl<&, we have Ixb]‘-y~‘j<~ . 
and Ix(,‘)-yr)( 6~. 
Using the same considerations for the points xr’, xi’), and yb” we obtain 
points xg), x(,2), and ya’ with the same properties, but (5.12) yields 
Continuing this process we will obtain a sequence of points xh”‘), xim), 
~6”’ lying in a bounded set with the properties ) xi”‘) - yti’ ) d E, 
I x’1”’ - yp;“’ GE, and 
Ixj2)-x~2)I 22 Ixy-xp a22 Ix1 -x01. 
IXy-Xb”‘)I 22” lx,-x()1, 
which is impossible for x1 # x0. The contradiction proves the theorem. 4 
Remark. Since A(X nY” for XE~ and I/z(x)-xl G/?, the 
inverse h-’ is given by h-‘(y)=@(y) for any ~E~“YC’. 
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6. EXAMPLES 
A stable fixed point and a stable periodic orbit are hyperbolic attractors 
that satisfy the Lipschitz property. More generally, a smooth, stable, nor- 
mally hyperbolic, invariant manifold is a hyperbolic attractor that satisfies 
the Lipschitz property. The fact that a normally hyperbolic, invariant 
manifold persists under a small C-perturbation is, of course, well known. 
See for example, Fenichel [3], Hirsch, Pugh, and Shub [7], and 
Sacker [15]. In this section we give several examples of differential equa- 
tions with hyperbolic attractors that satisfy the Lipschitz property. These 
examples include: 
(1) a set X which is not a manifold, and 
(2) a set X which is an invariant manifold, but which is not 
normally hyperbolic. 
Before doing this though, we note that the theory described above 
extends readily to the study of diffeomorphism, or Poincare mappings. 
Since a small perturbation of a diffeomorphism preserves a time syn- 
chronization, the theory of diffeomorphisms i somewhat simpler than that 
of differential equations. For example, in the case of perturbations of 
diffeomorphisms the induced flow S(t) x0 on X, as described at the end of 
Section 3, agrees with the original flow x(t, x0), 
6.1. Attractors for Diffeomorphisms 
Let A be a 2 x 2 matrix with integer entries, det A = 1, and distinct real 
eigenvalues. Denote the eigenvalues by pr, pL2. One then has pi p2 = 1. We 
assume that 0 < ,LL~ < 1 < p,. For example, let 
A= 
The linear mapping u + Au preserves the integer lattice Z2 in R2, and 
therefore this mapping induces a diffeomorphism u-+ F(U) on the 2-dimen- 
sional torus T2. This diffeomorphism is referred to as an Anosov diffeo- 
morphism; see Arnold [ 1 ] and Smale [ 181. 
Fix ~1, 0 < ,u < 1. On the product space T2 x ( - 1, l), we introduce the 
diffeomorphism 
(UT 0) + W(u), WI. (6.1) 
Then M=T2x (0) . 1s a hyperbolic attractor for (6.1) that satisfies the 
Lipschitz property. For each (u, 0) E M, the leaf 9’(u, 0) is the unstable 
manifold through (u, 0), and dim Y(u, 0) = 1. The fact that M persists 
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under small Cl-perturbations is a consequence of the classical theory of 
structural stability; see Smale [ 181. 
6.2. Suspensions of Dzffeomorphisms 
The use of the suspension method allows any diffeomorphism to be 
imbedded into a Cl-flow; see Smale [18]. For example, the suspension of 
the diffeomorphism u--t F(u) on the torus T* described above gives rise to 
a Cl-flow n(t, x) on a 3-dimensional manifold M3. This is an example of 
an Anosov flow; see Arnold [ 11. From the Whitney Imbedding Theorem, 
M3 can be imbedded smoothly into the Euclidean space R’, and the image 
of M3 has a collared neighborhood U, which can be described in local 
coordinates as (x, z), where x E M3 and z belongs to a 4-dimensional disk 
d(x). Let v be a given positive number. By introducing the flow 
(x, z) + (n(t, x), zeC”‘), tER, 
in this neighborhood, we see that M3 becomes an attractor for an ordinary 
differential equation X’ = G(X) on U. Furthermore, for all v > 0, M3 is a 
hyperbolic attractor that satisfies the Lipschitz property, and the associated 
disks 9(x, 0) are two dimensional. However, M3 is a normally hyperbolic 
manifold for X’ = G(X) if and only if v > In pi > 0; see Hirsch, Pugh, and 
Shub [7], for example. 
5.3. The Looking-Glass Attractor 
The next example is a hyperbolic attractor X for a C”-flow in the plane 
R*; see Fig. 1. This attractor is not a manifold. We let ri and r2 denote 
two stable periodic orbits in R2, and we let P denote a hyperbolic fixed 
point which lies outside both ri and r2. Assume that the two branches 
W;(P), i= 1,2 of the unstable manifold of P have r, and TZ as their 
respective limits. Then 
x = {P> u W;(P) u W;(P) u r, u r2 
is a hyperbolic attractor that satisfies the Lipschitz property. 
FIG. 1. The looking glass attractor. 
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6.4. Products of Attractors 
The k-dimensional torus Tk can be imbedded into an open set B in 
Rk+’ by using the coordinate system 
(e; a) = (el, . . . . oki (TIT . . . . %h 0 < ei < 27r, 0 = (a,, . ..) (Tp) E w, 
where 9’ denotes an e-dimensional disk. 
Let X0 denote a given hyperbolic attractor with constants a, A,, and A2 
for an ordinary differential equation x’ = X(x) on R”. Then & = X0 x Tk is 
a hyperbolic attractor for the product flow 
x’ = F(x, 8, a) 
8’ = eqx, 8, a) 
a’ = - Ao + C(x, 8, a) 
(6.2) 
on R” x 0, provided A is an (e x e) matrix whose eigenvalues pi satisfy 
Re pLi> max(O, A,) and F, 0, and G are Cl-functions that satisfy 
F(x, 8,0)=X(x), 0(x, 8, O)=O, G(x, 8,0)=0, and D,G(x, &O)=O, where 
D, = a/& and o = (oi, . . . . wk) is a constant vector. If X0 satisfies the 
Lipschitz property, then so does jr. 
Let gi(x,), X,,E X0, denote the disks in &, i= 0, 1, as prescribed in 
the definition of a hyperbolic attractor. Let dim gO=k,,; then one 
has dim 9r = k, + k. If there is an eigenvalue pi that satisfies 
max(O, &) < Re pi < il,, then the attractor X, is not normally hyperbolic; 
see Hirsch, Pugh, and Shub [7]. Even through X1 need not be normally 
hyperbolic, as the in the last two examples, our Main Theorem is 
applicable to perturbations of the underlying equation. 
Remark. It is instructive to compare our theory as it applies to (6.2) 
with the examples constructed in Fenichel [3] of perturbations of invariant 
manifolds which are not normally hyperbolic. To be specific assume that 
X0 is the hyperbolic attractor in R’ constructed in Section 6.2 with 
0 < v < In pL1. Our Main Theorem asserts that if one adds any small Cl-per- 
turbation term Y to (6.2), then there is a homeomorphism h of Xi onto a 
hyperbolic attractor Xy for the perturbed equation. The Fenichel con- 
struction suggests that since X, is not normally hyperbolic, there exists a 
small perturbation such that the perturbed equation does not have a 
smooth invariant manifold near Xi. If such a case, we conclude that, while 
h : Xi -+ ~4” * and h-’ : X ’ -+ X1 are both continuous, at least one of them 
is not differentiable. As we have shown in our theory, for each leaf Y c X1, 
the restriction h I9 and its inverse are locally Lipschitz continuous. It 
follows that a breakdown in smoothness can only occur in the direction 
normal to 9’. Wrinkles can only arise in the stable direction! 
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